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that reminds us of the outward face of the earth, of the
innocent love of animals, or of man passing his days between
work and rest as he does* I say, with ornament that
reminds us of these things, and sets our minds and memories
at work easily creating them; because scientific representa-
tion of them would again involve us in the problems of hard
fact and the troubles of life, and so once more destroy our
rest for us.
If this lesser art will really be enough to content us, it is
a good thing; for as to the higher art there never can be
very much of it going on, since but few people can be found
to do it; also few can find money enough to possess them-
selves of any portion of it, and, if they could, it would be
a piece of preposterous selfishness to shut it up from other
people's eyes; while of the secondary art there ought to be
abundance for all men, so much that you need but call in
the neighbours, and not all the world, to see your pretty
new wall when it is finished.
But this kind of art must be suggestive rather than
imitative; because, in order to have plenty of it, it must be
a kind of work that is not too difficult for ordinary men
with imaginations capable of development; men from
whom you cannot expect miracles of skill, and from whose
hands you must not ask too much, lest you lose what
their intelligence has to give you, by over-wearying them.
Withal, the representation of this lower kind of life is
pretty sure to become soulless and tiresome unless it have
a soul given to it by the efforts of men forced by the limits
of order and the necessities of art to think of these things
for themselves, and so to give you some part of the infinite
variety which abides In the mind of man.

